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Abstract

Frequent structure mining (FSM) aims to discover and
extract patterns frequently occurring in structural data,
such as trees and graphs. FSM finds many applications in
bioinformatics, XML processing, Web log analysis, and so
on. In this paper we present a new FSM technique for find-
ing patterns in rooted unordered labeled trees. The patterns
of interest are cousin pairs in these trees. A cousin pair is
a pair of nodes sharing the same parent, the same grand-
parent, or the same great-grandparent, etc. Given a tree�

, our algorithm finds all interesting cousin pairs of
�

in����� � � �
	
time where

� � �
is the number of nodes in

�
. Ex-

perimental results on synthetic data and phylogenies show
the scalability and effectiveness of the proposed technique.
To demonstrate the usefulness of our approach, we discuss
its applications to locating co-occurring patterns in multi-
ple evolutionary trees, evaluating the consensus of equally
parsimonious trees, and finding kernel trees of groups of
phylogenies. We also describe extensions of our algorithms
for undirected acyclic graphs (or free trees).

1 Introduction

Frequent structure mining (FSM) is a problem of con-
tinuing interest [22, 45, 48]. The goal of FSM is to dis-
cover and extract patterns frequently occurring in tree and
graph structures, which often represent complex interac-
tions among entities. FSM finds many applications in bioin-
formatics, XML processing, scientific data management,
Web log analysis, and so on. In this paper we present a new
FSM technique for finding patterns in rooted unordered la-
beled trees. A rooted unordered labeled tree is a tree in
which there is a root for the tree, each node may have a
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label, and the left-to-right order among siblings is unimpor-
tant.1

The patterns we want to find from these trees contain
“cousin pairs.” For example, consider the three trees in Fig-
ure 1. In the figure,  and � are cousins with distance 0 in���

; � and � are cousins with distance 0.5 in
� � ; � and � are

cousins with distance 1 in all the three trees.
The measure “distance” represents kinship of two nodes;

two cousins with distance 0 are siblings, sharing the same
parent node. Cousins of distance 1 share the same grandpar-
ent. Cousins of distance 0.5 represent aunt-niece relation-
ships. Our algorithms can find cousins of varying distances
in a single tree or multiple trees.

The cousins (patterns) discovered from trees can be used
in several ways. As we will show later, they can be used to
evaluate the quality of a consensus tree [32] obtained from
multiple phylogenies or can be used to compute the distance
between two phylogenies.

Scientists model the evolutionary history of a set of taxa
(organisms or species) that have a common ancestor us-
ing rooted unordered labeled trees, also known as phylo-
genetic trees (phylogenies) or evolutionary trees. The inter-
nal nodes within a particular tree represent older organisms
from which their child nodes descend. The children rep-
resent divergences in the genetic composition in the parent
organism. Since these divergences cause new organisms to
evolve, these organisms are shown as children of the previ-
ous organism. Cousin pairs in these trees represent evolu-
tionary relationships between species that share a common
ancestor. Finding the cousin pairs helps to better understand
the evolutionary history of the species. Later in the paper
we also discuss extensions of our techniques for undirected
acyclic graphs (or free trees).

1.1 Related Work

In the past, much work on frequent structure mining was
conducted with applications to XML, document and semi-

1We shall refer to rooted unordered labeled trees simply as trees when
the context is clear.
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Figure 1. Three trees
� �

,
� � and

� � . Each node in a tree may or may not have a label, and is associated
with a unique identification number (represented by the integer outside the node).

structured data processing [3, 25, 28, 29, 42, 43, 44]. The
major difference between these works lies in the different
patterns they discover, which range from XML DTD, tags,
schemes, to structural associations in the documents. More
recently Zaki [48] developed algorithms capable of finding
frequent embedded tree patterns in a forest where he models
a document by an ordered labeled tree. Chen et al. [6] stud-
ied techniques for selectivity estimation in the context of
XML querying. Other related work on general tree match-
ing, inclusion and isomorphism detection can be found in
[7, 21, 35].

There has also been work in graph mining. For exam-
ple, the authors of [20, 22] extended the Apriori technique
[2], originally designed for association mining, to find fre-
quent subgraphs in graph data. Yan and Han [46] found
closed frequent subgraphs in the graph data. Dehaspe et al.
[10] applied inductive logic programming to find frequent
substructures (subgraphs) describing the carcinogenesis of
chemical compounds. Cook and Holder [8] found repeated
patterns in graphs using the minimum description length
principle. Yoshida and Motoda [47] used beam search for
mining subgraphs. Wang et al. [45] applied geometric hash-
ing techniques to find frequent substructures in 3-D graphs
and used the substructures to classify proteins and chemical
compounds.

Our cousin-based distance measure joins the many oth-
ers already developed [15, 27, 33, 36]. Our work differs
from the above approaches in three ways. First, in con-
trast to the other tree mining methods (e.g. [40, 48]), which
focused on trees where the order of siblings matters, we
are concerned with unordered trees, as is appropriate for

the phylogenetic application. Second, our algorithms find
cousin pairs with varying distances from the trees. These
frequent cousin pairs differ from the patterns found in all
the previous work, entailing new methods in the discovery
process. When applied to phylogeny, the proposed cousin-
based distance measure can be used to compare evolution-
ary trees for which existing methods are not suitable. Third,
in contrast to the other graph mining methods (e.g. [8, 47])
which are based on a heuristic search and hence may miss
some interesting patterns, we perform a complete search
without missing any patterns satisfying the user-specified
requirement.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces notation and terminology. Section 3 presents al-
gorithms for finding frequent cousin pairs in trees. Section 4
reports experimental results on both synthetic data and phy-
logenies, showing the scalability and effectiveness of the
proposed approach. Section 5 discusses applications of our
approach to locating co-occurring patterns in multiple phy-
logenies, evaluating the consensus of equally parsimonious
trees, and finding kernel trees from groups of phylogenies.
Section 6 describes extensions of our algorithms for undi-
rected acyclic graphs. Section 7 concludes the paper and
points out some future work.

2 Preliminaries

Let
�

be a finite set of labels. A rooted unordered labeled
tree of size ����� on

�
is a quadruple

�	� ��
����������� 	
,

where
� 
 is the set of nodes of

�
in which a node � � � 	���




is designated as the root of
�

and
� 
 �

= � .

� � � 
��� �����	�
� � ��� is a numbering function that
assigns a unique identification number

� �� 	
to each

node
 ��


.

� ��� 
����� �
,

���� 


, is a labeling function that
assigns a label

� �� 	
to each node

 � 
 �
; the nodes in
�� 
��

do not have a label. Obviously, this labeling
function allows multiple nodes to have the same label.

� ��� � ��
 	�� � ��
 	
contains all parent-child pairs in�

.

For example, refer to the trees in Figure 1. The node
numbered 6 in

���
does not have a label. The nodes

numbered 2, 3 in
� � have the same label � and the nodes

numbered 5, 6 in
� � have the same label � . We now

introduce a series of definitions that will be used in our
algorithms.

Cousin distance Given two labeled nodes � ,


of tree
�

where neither node is the parent of the other, we represent
the least common ancestor,  , of � and


as !"�  � � �# 	 ,

and represent the height of � ,


respectively, in the subtree
rooted at  as $ �&%"'($*) � � �  	 , $ �&%"'($*) �� �  	 respectively. We
define the cousin distance of � and


, denoted � ��%,+	) � � �# 	 ,

as shown in Figure 2. The cousin distance � �-%,+	) � � �# 	
is undefined if

� $ �&%.'($() � � �  	/� $ �&%.'0$*) �� �  	 � is greater
than 1, or one of the nodes � ,


is unlabeled. (The cutoff

of 1 is a heuristic choice that works well for phylogeny.
In general there could be no cutoff or the cutoff could be
much greater.)

Our cousin distance definition is inspired by genealogy
[16]. Node � is a first cousin of


, or � �-%,+	) � � �# 	 = 1,

if � and


share the same grandparent. In other words,


is a child of � ’s aunts or vice versa. Node � is a second
cousin of


, or � �-%,+	) � � �# 	 = 2, if � and


have the same

great-grandparent, but not the same grandparent. For two
nodes � ,


that are siblings, i.e. they share the same parent,

� �-%,+	) � � �# 	 = 0.
We use the number “0.5” to represent the “once re-

moved” relationship. When the word “removed” is used to
describe a relationship between two nodes, it indicates that
the two nodes are from different generations. The words
“once removed” mean that there is a difference of one gen-
eration. For any two labeled nodes � and


, if � is


’s par-

ent’s first cousin, then � is

’s first cousin, once removed

[16] and � ��%1+	) � � �2 	 = 1.5. “Twice removed” means that
there is a two-generation difference. Our cousin distance
definition requires

� $ �&%.'($() � � �  	3� $ �&%"'($*) �� �  	 �54 1 and
excludes the twice removed relationship. As mentioned
above, this is a heuristic rather than a fundamental restric-
tion.

Distance Cousin Pair Items

� � � � � � � �
� 	 � � � � � � � �	�
	 �
� � � � � � �
�
	
� � 6 � � � � � � �76 �	�
	 �
� � � � � � �76 �98 	 �
� � � � � � �76 �
� 	� � � � � �
� �
�
	 � � � � � �	� �	�
	 �
� � � � �
� �
� 	 �� � � � �
� �
�
	

Table 1. Cousin pair items of
� � in Figure 1.

For example, consider again
� �

in Figure 1. There is
a one-generation difference between the aunt-niece pair � ,: and � ��%1+	) � � � : 	 = 0.5. Node � is node � ’s first cousin
and � �-%,+	) � � � � 	 = 1. Node � is node ' ’s first cousin, once
removed, and � �-%,+	) � � � ' 	 = 1.5. Node � is node ' ’s second
cousin, and � ��%,+	) � � � ' 	 = 2. Node � is node ; ’s second
cousin, once removed, and � ��%,+	) � � � ; 	 = 2.5.

Notice that parent-child relationships are not included in
our work because the internal nodes of phylogenetic trees
usually have no labels. So, we do not treat parent-child
pairs at all. This heuristic works well in phylogenetic ap-
plications, but could be generalized. We proposed one such
generalization using the UpDown distance [39]. Another
approach, suggested by a reviewer, is to use one upper
limit parameter for inter-generational (vertical) distance
and another upper limit parameter for horizontal distance.

Cousin pair item Let � ,


be cousins in tree�
. A cousin pair item of

�
is a quadruple� � � � 	 ��� �� 	 � � �-%,+	) � � �# 	 �=< �>�?� � � � �# 	 	 where

� � � 	
and

� �� 	
are labels of � ,


, respectively, � ��%,+
) � � �2 	 is the

cousin distance of � ,


and
< �>�?� � � � �# 	 � � is the number

of occurrences of the cousin pair in
�

with the specified
cousin distance. Table 1 lists all the cousin pair items of
tree

� � in Figure 1. Consider, for example, the cousin pair
item ( � , � , 0.5, 2) in the second row of Table 1. Node 2 and
node 6, node 3 and node 5 respectively, is an aunt-niece
pair with cousin distance 0.5. When taking into account
labels of these nodes, we see that the cousin pair ( � , � ) with
distance 0.5 occurs 2 times totally in tree

� � , and hence ( � ,
� , 0.5, 2) is a valid cousin pair item in

� � .
We may also consider the total number of occurrences

of the cousins � and


regardless of their distance, for
which case we use @ in place of � �-%,+	) � � �# 	 in the cousin
pair item. For example, in Table 1,

� � has
� � � � � � �	�
	

and
� � � � �
� �
� 	 , and hence we obtain

� � � � � @ �=8 	 . Here,
the cousin pair ( � , � ) occurs once with distance 0 and
occurs once with distance 1. Therefore, when ignoring
the distance, the total number of occurrences of ( � , � ) is
2. Likewise we can ignore the number of occurrences of a
cousin pair ( � ,


) by using @ in place of

< �>�?� � � � �# 	 in the
cousin pair item. For example, in Table 1,

� � has
� � � � � � � @ 	

and
� � � � �	� � @ 	 . We may ignore both the cousin distance

and the number of occurrences and focus on the cousin



� ��%,+	) � � �# 	 ��� $ �	%.'($() � � �  	 � �
if $ �&%.'($() � � �  	 = $ �&%.'($() �� �  	����� � $ �&%"'($*) � � �  	 � $ �	%.'($() �� �  	 � � �-�76
if
� $ �&%.'0$*) � � �  	 � $ �	%.'($() �� �  	 � � �

Figure 2. Definition of the cousin distance between two nodes � and

.

labels only. For example,
� � has

� � � � � @ � @ 	 , which simply
indicates that � , � are cousins in

� � .
Frequent cousin pair Let � =

� ��� � � � �
�	�
� � �	� � be
a set of 
 trees and let � be a given distance value.
We define ���� ��� � to be 1 if

� � has the cousin pair item� � � � 	 ��� �� 	 � � �2< �
�?� � � � �2 	�	 , < �>�>� � � � �# 	 � � ; otherwise����� ��� � is 0. We define the support of the cousin pair
� � �# 	

with respect to the distance value � as
� ��� � ��� ���� ��� � . Thus

the support value represents the number of trees in the set� that contain at least one occurrence of the cousin pair� � �# 	 having the specified distance value � . A cousin pair
is frequent if its support value is greater than or equal to a
user-specified threshold, minsup.

For example, consider Figure 1 again.
� �

has the
cousin pair item

� � � � �
� �
�
	 , � � has the cousin pair item� � � � � � �76 �	�
	 and
� � has the cousin pair item

� � � � �	� �
� 	 and� � � � � � �	�
	 . The support of
� � � � 	 w.r.t. distance 1 is 2 be-

cause both
���

and
� � have this cousin pair with the specified

distance. One can also ignore cousin distances when find-
ing frequent cousin pairs. For example, the support of

� � � � 	
is 3 when the cousin distances are ignored.

Given a set � of trees, our approach offers the user sev-
eral alternative kinds of frequent cousin pairs in these trees.
For example, the algorithm can find, in a tree

�
of � , all

cousin pairs in
�

whose distances are less than or equal to
maxdist and whose occurrence numbers are greater than or
equal to minoccur, where maxdist and minoccur are user-
specified parameters. The algorithm can also find all fre-
quent cousin pairs in � whose distance values are at most
maxdist and whose support values are at least minsup for a
user-specified minsup value. In the following section, we
will describe the techniques used in finding these frequent
cousin pairs in a single tree or multiple trees.

3 Tree Mining Algorithms

Given a tree
�

and a node � of
�

, let �
$*% !"� � ��
 +
�&) � � 	
contain all children of � . Our algorithm preprocesses

�
to

obtain �
$*%1!�� � �
 +
�&) � � 	 for every node � in
�

. We also
preprocess

�
to be able to locate a list of all ancestors of

any node � in
���,� 	

time using a conventional hash table.
Now, given a user-specified value �  : �-%,+	) , we consider

all valid distance values 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5,
�	�
�

, �  : ��%,+
) . For
each valid distance value � , we define my level(d) and my-

cousin level(d) as follows:

� � ! �  � ! � � 	 � ����� ��� (1)� �0� < � +
%�
 ! �  � ! � � 	 � � � ! �  � ! � � 	��! (2)

where  � 8�� � � �"� ��� 	 (3)

Let � = � � ! �  � ! � � 	 and 
 = � �0� < � +
%�
 ! �  � ! � � 	 . In-
tuitively, given a node � and the distance value � , begin-
ning with � , we can go � levels up to reach an ances-
tor  of � . Then, from  , we can go 
 levels down to
reach a descendant


of  . Referring to the cousin dis-

tance definition in Figure 2, � ��%1+	) � � �2 	 must be equal to
the distance value � . Furthermore, all the siblings of � must
also be cousins of the siblings of


with the same distance

value � . These nodes are identified by their unique iden-
tification numbers. To obtain cousin pair items having the
form

� � � � 	 ��� �� 	 � � �-%,+	) � � �# 	 �=< �>�?� � � � �2 	�	 , we check the
node labels of � ,


and add up the occurrence numbers for

cousin pairs whose corresponding node labels are the same
and whose cousin distances are the same. Figure 3 summa-
rizes the algorithm.

Notice that within the for-loop (Step 3 - Step 10) of the
algorithm in Figure 3, we find cousin pairs with cousin
distance � where � is incremented from 0 to �  : ��%1+	) . In
Step 8 where a cousin pair with the current distance value �
is formed, we check, through node identification numbers,
to make sure this cousin pair is not identical to any cousin
pair with less distance found in a previous iteration in the
loop. This guarantees that only cousin pairs with exact
distance � are formed in the current iteration in the loop.

Lemma 1. Algorithm Single Tree Mining correctly
finds all cousin pair items of

�
where the cousin pairs have

a distance less than or equal to �  : �-%,+	) and an occurrence
number greater than or equal to � %�
 < �>�?� � .
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm follows directly
from two observations: (i) every cousin pair with distance
� where � 4 � 4 �  : ��%,+
) is found by the algorithm;
(ii) because of Step 9 that eliminates duplicate cousin
pairs from consideration, no cousin pair with the same
identification numbers is counted twice.

Lemma 2. The time complexity of algorithm Sin-
gle Tree Mining is

����� � � � 	
.



Procedure: Single Tree Mining
Input: A tree

�
and a maximum distance value allowed, �  : ��%,+
) , and a minimum occurrence number allowed,� %�
 < �>�?� � .

Output: All cousin pair items of
�

where the cousin pairs have a distance less than or equal to �  : ��%,+	) and an
occurrence number greater than or equal to � %�
 < �>�?� � .

1. for each node ; where �
$(%1!"� � ��
 + �&) � ; 	�����
do

2. begin
3. for each valid distance value � 4 �  : �-%,+	) do
4. begin
5. let � be a node in �	$(%1!�� � ��
 +
�&) � ; 	 ;
6. calculate � = � � ! �  � ! � � 	 and 
 = � �0� < ��+	%�
 ! �  � ! � � 	 as defined in Eq. (1), (2);
7. beginning with � , go � levels up to reach an ancestor  and then from  , go 
 levels down to

reach a descendant


of  ;
8. combine all siblings of � and all siblings of


to form cousin pairs with the distance value � ;

9. if a specific pair of nodes with the distance � has been found previously, don’t double-count them;
10. end;
11. end;
12. add up the occurrence numbers of cousin pairs whose corresponding node labels are the same and whose cousin

distances are the same to get qualified cousin pair items of
�

.

Figure 3. Algorithm for finding frequent cousin pair items in a single tree.

Proof. The algorithm visits each children set of
�

. For
each visited node, it takes at most

����� � � 	
time to go up and

down to locate its cousins. Thus, the time spent in finding
all cousin pairs identified by their unique identification
numbers is

����� � � � 	
. There are at most

��� � � � � 	
such cousin

pairs. Through the table lookup, we get their node labels
and add up the occurrence numbers of cousin pairs whose
distances and corresponding node labels are the same in����� � � �
	

time.

To find all frequent cousin pairs in a set of trees� ��� �
�	�
� � ��� � whose distance is at most maxdist and whose
support is at least minsup for a user-specified minsup value,
we first find all cousin pair items in each of the trees that
satisfy the distance requirement. Then we locate all fre-
quent cousin pairs by counting the number of trees in which
a qualified cousin pair item occurs. This procedure will be
referred to as Multiple Tree Mining and its time complex-
ity is clearly

��� � 
 � 	 where 
 = ��� � � � � � � �	�
�	� �
� � � � � .
4 Experiments and Results

We conducted a series of experiments to evaluate the per-
formance of the proposed tree mining algorithms, on both
synthetic data and phylogenies, run under the Solaris op-
erating system on a SUN Ultra 60 workstation. The tree

mining algorithms were implemented using the K program-
ming language (www.kx.com). The synthetic data was
produced by a C++ program based on the algorithm de-
veloped in [19]. This program is able to generate a large
number of random trees from the whole tree space. The
phylogenies were obtained from TreeBASE, available at
www.treebase.org [34].

Table 2 summarizes the parameters of our algorithms and
their default values used in the experiments. The value of 2
was used for minimum support because the phylogenies in
TreeBASE differ substantially and using this support value
allowed us to find interesting patterns in the trees. Table 3
lists the parameters and their default values related to the
synthetic trees. The �  
 < � ) of a tree is the number of chil-
dren of each node in the tree. The 5! ; $  � �&) +	%�� � is the total
number of distinct node labels these synthetic trees have.

Figure 4 shows how changing the �  
 < � ) of syn-
thetic trees affects the running time of the algorithm Sin-
gle Tree Mining. 1,000 trees were tested and the average
was plotted. The other parameter values are as shown in
Table 2 and Table 3. Given a fixed ) � � � +	%�� � value, a large
fanout value will result in a small number of children sets,
which will consequently reduce the times of executing the
outer for-loop of the algorithm, c.f. Step 1 in Figure 3.
Therefore, one may expect that the running time of Sin-
gle Tree Mining drops as � �
 < � ) increases. To our sur-
prise, however, Figure 4 shows that the running time of Sin-



Name Meaning Value� %�
 < �>�?� � minimum occurrence number 1
of an interesting cousin pair
in a tree�  : �-%,+	) maximum distance allowed for 1.5
an interesting cousin pair� %�
 +	� ; minimum number of trees 2
in the database that contain
an interesting cousin pair

Table 2. Parameters and their default values
used in the algorithms.

Name Meaning Value

) � � � +
%�� � number of nodes in a 200
tree

� �)  � 0+
� +
%�� � number of trees in the 1,000
database

�  
 < � ) number of children 5
of each node in a tree

5! ;�$  � �&) +
%�� � size of the node label 200
alphabet

Table 3. Parameters and their default values
related to synthetic trees.

gle Tree Mining increases as a tree becomes bushy, i.e. its
� �
 < � ) becomes large. This happens probably because for
bushy trees, each node has many siblings and hence more
qualified cousin pairs could be generated, cf. Step 8 in Fig-
ure 3. As a result, it takes more time in the post-processing
stage to aggregate those cousin pairs, cf. Step 12 in Figure
3.
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Figure 4. Effect of �  
 < � ) .
Figure 5 shows the running times of Sin-

gle Tree Mining with different �  : �-%,+	) values for
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Figure 5. Effect of �  : �-%,+	) and ) � � � +	%�� � .

varying node numbers of trees. 1,000 synthetic trees were
tested and the average was plotted. The other parameter
values are as shown in Table 2 and Table 3. It can be seen
from the figure that as �  : �-%,+	) increases, the running time
becomes large, because more time will be spent in the inner
for-loop of the algorithm for generating cousin pairs, cf.
Steps 3 - 10 in Figure 3. We also observed that a lot of time
needs to be spent in aggregating qualified cousin pairs in
the post-processing stage of the algorithm, cf. Step 12 in
Figure 3. This extra time, though not explicitly described
by the asymptotic time complexity

����� � � � 	
in Lemma 2, is

reflected by the graphs in Figure 5.
Figures 6 and 7 show the running times of Multi-

ple Tree Mining when applied to 1 million synthetic trees
and 1,500 phylogenies obtained from TreeBASE, respec-
tively. Each phylogeny has between 50 and 200 nodes
and each node has between 2 and 9 children (most inter-
nal nodes have 2 children). The size of the node label al-
phabet is 18,870. The other parameter values are as shown
in Table 2 and Table 3. We see from Figure 7 that Mul-
tiple Tree Mining can find all frequent cousin pair items
in the 1,500 phylogenetic trees in less than 150 seconds.
The algorithm scales up well—its running time increases
linearly with increasing number of trees (Figure 6).

5 Applications

In this section we describe several applications of our
techniques, showing how they can be used to (i) discover
co-occurring patterns in multiple phylogenies; (ii) evaluate
the quality of a consensus tree obtained from equally parsi-
monious trees with the same taxa (leaf nodes); and (iii) find
kernel trees from groups of phylogenies with different taxa.

5.1 Discovering Co-occurring Patterns in Multi-
ple Phylogenies

We applied Multiple Tree Mining to the phylogenies
associated with each study in TreeBASE to discover co-
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Figure 7. Effect of �  )  � 5+
� +	%�� � for phyloge-
nies.

occurring patterns in these phylogenies. The parameter val-
ues used in the algorithm are as shown in Table 2. Fig-
ure 8 shows some results for the phylogenies reported in
the study [11] maintained in TreeBASE. These phyloge-
nies were constructed for 8 seed plants (taxa): Cycadales,
Ginkgoales, Coniferales, Ephedra, Welwitschia, Gnetum,
Angiosperms and Outgroup to Seed Plants.

There are several interesting cousin pairs in Figure 8. For
example, (Ginkgoales, Ephedra) is a frequent cousin pair
with distance 1.5, which is highlighted by an underscore
and occurs in the two trees in the two right windows in the
figure. (Gnetum, Welwitschia) is another frequent cousin
pair with distance 0, which is highlighted by a bullet and
occurs in all four trees in the figure. These frequent cousin
pairs show evolutionary associations between the taxa stud-
ied in [11].

5.2 Evaluating the Quality of Consensus Trees

One important subject in phylogeny is to automatically
infer or reconstruct phylogenetic trees from a set of molecu-

lar sequences or species. The most commonly used method
is based on the maximum parsimony principle [14]. This
method often generates multiple trees rather than a single
tree for the input sequences or species. When the number
of equally parsimonious trees is too large to suggest an in-
formative evolution hypothesis, a consensus tree is sought
to summarize the set of parsimonious trees. Sometimes the
set is divided into several clusters and a consensus tree for
each cluster is derived [37].

There are five most popular methods for generating con-
sensus trees: Adams [1], strict [9], majority [26], semi-strict
[5], and Nelson [30]. Here, we evaluate the quality of the
consensus tree generated by each of the above five meth-
ods. The quality is measured by considering the cousin
pairs shared between the consensus tree and the original
parsimonious trees from which the consensus tree is gen-
erated.

Specifically, let � be a consensus tree and let
�

be an
original parsimonious tree. We define the similarity score
between � and

�
, denoted � � � � � 	 , as

� � � � � 	 �
��
��� �

�
��� � � �-%,+	)�� � �1; � 	 � � �-%,+	)�� � �1; � 	 � (4)

where
� � �

is the absolute value of the indicated number. Each
�1; � , � 4 % 4 � , is a cousin pair whose node labels occur in
both � and

�
;
� � ��%1+	) � � �,; � 	�� � �-%,+	) � � �1; � 	 � is the differ-

ence of the cousin distances of the �1;�� shared by � and
�

.
Thus, if the shared cousin pair �1; � has the same distance in� and

�
, it will contribute 1 to � � � � � 	 . If its distance is

different in � and
�

, the value it contributes to � � � � � 	 will
be less than 1.

Let � be the set of original parsimonious trees from
which the consensus tree � is generated. The average sim-
ilarity score of the consensus tree � with respect to the set� is �

� � � � 	 �
	��������� � � ���� ��� (5)

where
� � � is the total number of trees in the set � . The

higher the average similarity score � has, the better con-
sensus tree � is.

Figure 9 compares average similarity scores of the con-
sensus trees generated by the five methods mentioned above
for varying number of equally parsimonious trees. The pa-
rameter values used by our algorithm for finding the cousin
pairs are as shown in Table 2. The parsimonious trees
were generated by the PHYLIP tool [13] using the first
500 nucleotides extracted from six genes representing pa-
ternally, maternally, and biparentally inherited regions of
the genome among 16 species of Mus [24]. It can be seen
from Figure 9 that the majority consensus method is the
best, yielding consensus trees with the highest scores.



Figure 8. Discovering co-occurring patterns in multiple phylogenies.
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Figure 9. Comparing the quality of consensus
trees using frequent cousin pairs.

5.3 Finding Kernel Trees from Groups of Phylo-
genies

Existing phylogenetic distance measures, such as those
implemented in the widely used COMPONENT tool [31],
are designed for comparing evolutionary trees with the same
taxa (leaf nodes). However, some applications in phy-
logeny, such as supertree construction [38], are concerned
with assembling information from smaller phylogenies that
share some but not necessarily all taxa in common. The
COMPONENT tool doesn’t work for these phylogenies.

We propose here a distance measure for comparing phy-
logenetic trees based on the frequent cousin pairs found in
the trees. Specifically, let

� �
and

� � be two trees. Let
�1;*% � � � 	 contain all the cousin pair items of

� �
and let

�1;*% � � � 	 contain all the cousin pair items generated from� � . We define the tree distance of
� �

and
� � , denoted

) �-%,+	) � � � � � � 	 , as

) ��%1+	) � � � � � � 	 � � �,;*% � ��� 	�� �1; % � � � 	 �� �,;*% � � � 	�� �1; % � � � 	 � (6)



Depending on whether the cousin distance and the num-
ber of occurrences of a cousin pair in a tree are consid-
ered, we have four different types of cousin pair items in
the tree. Consequently we obtain four different tree dis-
tance measures. We represent them by ) ��%1+	) � ����� � � � � � � 	
(considering neither the cousin distance nor the occurrence
number in each tree), ) ��%1+	)���� ���
	 � � � � � � 	 (considering the
cousin distance only in each tree), ) �-%,+	)�� ��� � ��� � � � 	 (con-
sidering the occurrence number only in each tree), and
) ��%,+	)� ��� ��� ���
	 � ��� � � � 	 (considering both the cousin dis-
tance and the occurrence number in each tree), respectively.

For example, referring to the trees
� � and

� � in
Figure 1, we have ) ��%,+	) � ����� � � � � � � 	 � �� � � � � ��� ,
) ��%,+	) ��� ���
	 � � � � � � 	 � ���� � � � �&8�6 , ) ��%,+	)� ��� � � � � � � 	 ��� � � � � ��� , ) �-%,+	)� ��� ��� ���
	 � � � � � � 	 � ���� � � � �&8�6 .2

Using the proposed tree distance measure, we can find
kernel trees from groups of phylogenies. Specifically, we
consider � ,

8 4 � 4 6
, groups of phylogenies, referred

to as �5+
�&) � �	�
�	� � �5+
�&) � , where the phylogenies were gener-
ated by PHYLIP [13] using the LSU rDNA sequences rep-
resenting 32 ascomycetes [23]. Data in the same group are
parsimonious trees for the same taxa while different groups
share some but not all taxa in common. We find the ker-
nel trees � � +	) � �	�
�	� � � � +	) � such that the average pairwise
distance between the kernel trees is minimized and � � +
) �
comes from �5+
�&) � . The distance measure used is the tree
distance ) �-%,+	)� ��� ��� ����	 described above and the parameter
values are as shown in Table 2. Figure 10 shows the time
spent in finding the kernel trees as a function of the group
number � . The found kernel trees could constitute a good
starting point in building a supertree for the phylogenies in
the � groups.
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Figure 10. Time spent in finding kernel trees.

2The intersection and union of two sets of cousin pair items take into
account the occurrence numbers in them. For example, suppose ����������� =! ��"�#
$�#&%'#&()����*,+�-� &. and �������/�10� =

! ��"�#
$�#&%'#�()����*,+324 �. . Then �5�����/� �  �6�������/�70) =
! ��"�#�$�#5%8#�9;:=<���()����*,+�-3#&()����*�+)24 & &. and �5�����/� �  1>?���������70) =! ��"�#
$�#&%'#59A@�B���(����*,+�-3#&()����*,+324 & &. .

6 Extensions to Graphs

Some phylogenetic tree reconstruction methods such as
MP [14] and ML [12] may produce unrooted unordered la-
beled trees. These trees are also known as free trees or undi-
rected acyclic graphs (UAGs) [41, 49]. In this section we
discuss an extension of our single tree mining algorithm to
find frequent cousin pairs in one such graph.

In UAGs, the cousin distance between two nodes � �# is
modified as follows:

� �-%,+	) � � �# 	 � 
 8 � �
(7)

where 
 is the number of edges between � and


. Thus,
given a cousin distance value � , the number of edges, 
 ,
between � and


can be calculated as follows:
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	 � 8
(8)
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Figure 11. Illustration of converting an undi-
rected acyclic graph (shown in (i)) to a rooted
tree with node � being the root (shown in (ii)).

Given an undirected acyclic graph C , together with the
maximum distance allowed ( �  : ��%,+
) ) and the minimum
occurrence number allowed ( � %�
 < �>�?� � ), we find frequent
cousin pairs in C by arbitrarily choosing an edge � in C
and putting an artificially created node � on � so that C be-
comes a rooted tree

�ED
with � being the root (see Figure

11). This tree consists of two subtrees, one being on the left
side of � , denoted

� �D , and the other being on the right side
of � , denoted

� DD
. We then modify the Single Tree Mining

algorithm in Figure 3 and apply it to
�FD

as follows.
Consider each valid distance value � 4 �  : �-%,+	) . Let

� be a node in a children set of
�FD

. We go � levels up to
reach an ancestor  , and then from  , we go 
 levels down
to get a cousin


of � where

� � 
 � � � � � 	 � 8
(9)

and 1
4 � , 
 4HG � � � � 	 � 8JI � �

. Referring to Eq. (8),
the

G � � � �
	 � 8�I
represents the number of edges between �



and

. Thus, instead of only considering � � ! �  � ! � � 	 and� �0� < � +	% 
 ! �  � ! � � 	 as defined in Eq. (1), (2), we consider

here all combinations of � , 
 satisfying Eq. (9). For exam-
ple, suppose � is 2. Possible combinations of

� � � 
 	 include
(1, 5), (2, 4), (3, 3), (4, 2), and (5, 1). The above calcula-
tion is correct when both � and


are in

� �D , or both � and
are in

� DD
. Otherwise we have to consider the additional

edge created due to the insertion of the root � . Specifically,
suppose � is in

� �D and


is in
� DD

. Then the � , 
 used in
traversing the tree should be modified as follows:

� � 
 � G � � � �
	 � 8JI � �
(10)

and 1
4 � , 
 4 G � � � � 	�� 8JI

, to take into account the
additional edge inserted in

�FD
. Clearly the time complexity

of this algorithm is
����� C � � 	

. One can easily extend this
algorithm to find frequent cousin pairs in multiple graphs.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented new algorithms for finding and ex-
tracting frequent cousin pairs with varying distances
from a single tree or multiple trees. The soft-
ware for these algorithms can be downloaded from
http://cs.nyu.edu/cs/faculty/shasha/
papers/cousins.k. Our algorithm for the single tree
mining method, described in Section 3, is a quadratic-time
algorithm. We suspect the best-case time complexity for
finding all frequent cousin pairs in a tree is also quadratic.
We plan to investigate alternative approaches (e.g. dynamic
programming) to find these patterns in phylogenetic trees.

Notice that our approach differs from the work on com-
puting least common ancestors of two nodes in a tree (e.g.
[4, 17]) in that we use the definition of cousin distance to
guide the search and mining process. Specifically given a
cousin distance value � , beginning with a node � , we move
up to find an ancestor  of � , and then from  we move
down to reach a cousin


of � . The number of steps to

move up and down is completely determined by the given
distance value � . Thus, we systematically enumerate the
cousins rather than taking random pairs of nodes and find-
ing out what kind of cousins they are.

We also introduced a similarity measure based on fre-
quent cousin pairs and used it to compare five popular meth-
ods for consensus tree generation. As far as we know, this
is the first attempt to evaluate the quality of consensus trees
through a quantitative measure. Other possible measures
could be based on the various distances for phylogenetic
trees as described in [31]. We plan to compare our approach
with these other methods. Other future work includes (i) ex-
tending the proposed techniques to trees whose edges have
weights, and (ii) finding different types of patterns in the
trees and using them in phylogenetic data clustering as well

as other applications (e.g. XML query processing and the
analysis of metabolic pathways [18]).
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